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21 Gifts for Future DIYers and Kids Who Love to
Build
Love Lincoln Logs? These �nds are similar and make great gifts for future do'ers in
your life

DID YOU KNOW THAT... Lincoln Logs were created by one of Frank Lloyd
Wright’s sons, John?

By Laura Testino
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This 3-D model set includes room templates, tracing papers, acrylic walls and blocks, furniture guides, and

instruction sets. Materials are reusable.

Amazon, $47.79

Home Planner
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This 5,600 square-foot �oor plan has 700 reusable peel-and-still symbols for constructing everything from

walls and doors to chairs and pianos.

Fat Brain Toys, $22.95

4-in-1 Workshop

This neat tool is a drill press, jigsaw, wood lathe, and sander all in one. The blade only vibrates so it's safer to

use. The perfect beginner set!

Fat Brain Toys, $84.95

Woodworking Kit

this tool comprises a drill press, jigsaw, wood lathe, and sander
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The kit comes with 80 pine pieces and a kid-friendly lightweight hammer and nails and step-by-step

instructions for building a coin bank, plane, pencil holder, train, bird feeder, nameplate, and letter holder.

Amazon, $39.99

Tool Kit

This set has durable, steel tools made to a kid-friendly scale: a hammer, adjustable pliers, �at nose pliers,

screwdrivers, an adjustable wrench, a tape measure, a �ashlight, and a carrying case.

Amazon, $36.99

Tool Belt

This kid’s tool belt is made like the real deal with genuine suede leather. It �ts waist sizes 21 to 32 inches.

Amazon, $28.50

For smaller builders, consider this tool belt set.

Amazon, $20.72

Standing Garden

the set includes a hammer, adjustable pliers, �at nose pliers, screwdrivers, an adjustable wrench, a tape

measure, a �ashlight, and a carrying case

the suede leather tool belt is sized for kids

a wooden elevated garden bed is full of plants
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This 2-foot-tall garden is designed for growing vegetables with minimal pests and weeds. Easily assembled

with a Phillips screwdriver and wrench, the garden bed holds up to 58 quarts of potting mix.

Gardener’s Supply Company, $115

Wooden Birdhouse Kit

This un�nished wooden birdhouse kit has 11 pieces to assemble and comes with the nails and an instruction

manual to follow. The �nishing stain or paint is up to you!

Amazon, $16.43

Garden Gear Set

The set comes with a kid-sized wheelbarrow, gardening glove pair, and tool set: trowel, rake, and fork.

Gardener’s Supply Company, $49.95

Castle Blocks

The 75-piece wooden set comes with an assortment of bridges, turrets, arches, towers, and more.

Hammacher Schlemmer, $29.95

Architect Model Building Kit

the 75-piece wooden set comes with an assortment of bridges, turrets, arches, towers, and more
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The set comes with 350 pieces and an instruction manual, as well as free online access to Arckit Tools. This

kit is also compatible with other sets for even more building.

Amazon, $189.99

Snow Fort Set

These molds come with two sculpting tools to construct a castle tower, walls, windows, and doors—for

winter snow and summer sand.

Hammacher Schlemmer, $19.95 

Engine Kit

This one-tenth scale model of a four-cylinder internal combustion engine has over 100 parts, and comes with

the tools and instructions needed to assemble them. Watch each cylinder illuminate when the engine begins

to run on two AA batteries.

Hammacher Schlemmer, $49.95

Fort Building Kit

Instead of stealing all of the chairs and tables, kids can use this set to create a skeleton for their fort. All that’s

required is the bedsheets and hot cocoa.

molds come with two sculpting tools to construct a castle tower, walls, windows, and doors

light blue translucent plastic small-scale engine

green rods and purple plastic balls with holes assemble to make the skeleton of a fort
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Amazon, $44.99

Snap Circuits

This set includes 80 parts for more than 750 experiments: sound activated switch, lie detector, adjustable

light controller, AM radio, and rechargeable battery to name a few. 

Amazon, $89.99

Gizmos and Gadgets Kit

The set comes with a mounting board and 15 electronic building blocks for a dozen different projects.

Amazon, $199.95

Wooden Tool Box and Paint Kit

Once wood and nails are assembled into a handy tool box, you can paint your creation with your choice of 7

acrylic paints.

Amazon, $19.70

Dollhouse Kit

the clear plastic board has circular holes for adding different colored circuit parts

the set comes with purple, orange, pink, and green pieces to build different projects

a box comes with �at wooden pieces

wooden Victorian-style doll house
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MORE IN BUY THE GIFTS AND GIFTS

Get everything you need to build this 3-story Victorian with 6 rooms and a beautiful wraparound porch.

Amazon, $74.86 

Toy Tool Set with Gloves, Goggles, and Ear Muffs

Just like the real thing! Get your kids in the habit of doing it themselves while they're young.

Amazon, $16.99

LEGO Architecture Set

This 1,210-piece set comes with a 272-page guidebook with ideas from leading architects.

Amazon, $140.91

Workbench

This small and sturdy workbench comes with a dozen play tools. Plus, you can easily pack it up for storing or

travel.

Amazon, $29.98

Toy Tool Set with Gloves, Goggles, and Ear Muffs

LEGO Architecture Set

the small workbench comes with a dozen play tools
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SPONSORED STORIES

TOH Top 100: Gift Guide 2017 Tool Gift Guide

The Ultimate Cordless Tool Gift Guide Green Gift Guide

DIY Gift Guide Happy DIY Holiday Gift Guide

TOH Top 100 2017 products with logo Gift Guide 2005

example of cordless tool set

example of a red six-pack carrier with bottle

opener you can make as a DIY gift

a power tool starter kit from Porter Cable with

carrying bag, driver, circular saw, �ashlight and

reciprocating saw shown
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